Besides supporting SIGAR ining corruption and maintain ing efforts at fighting cor gation (CEO) received by Pajhwok from Chief Executive Officer According to a statement involved in embezzling aid, efforts at trying in court those Reconstruction (SIGAR) on tor General for Afghanistan "There are problems in the military operations’ leader cized government over its stan, whether it is Daesh, al-Qaeda or Taliban. We their key leaders is a big stan. The killing of one of them has not taken practical steps repeated promises, Pakistan "In April, John F. Sopko presented a brief report about corruption to the CEO during the meeting. Sopko said he was struggling to help elimi nate corruption and punish those involved in stealing aid money whether they lived in Afghanistan or in the US. The statement said corruption, judicial reforms, security sit uation, government’ priority notions and achievements of the government in Brussels con ference were also discussed at the meeting. (Pajhwok)

Afghanistan's Deputy Minister of Defense and Security Mohammad Zulfiqar Larin said Monday that the Afghan forces in their campaign against insurgents. The lawmakers said the security leadership has not taken practical steps to weaken the group, "If you [prosecutors] allow anyone to interfere in their case, we will not take any legal action against it according to the law," said Mohammad Zulfiqar Larin, head of technical depart ment at the academy."

Health Ministry said they reveals that a lack of physi cal activity, eating high-fat foods and smoking are the main reasons for cardiac diseases in the country. The ASA researchers have recommended that the peo ple increase their physical activities, consume healthy food and avoid smoking excessively. "The ischemic and cardiac attack cases are caused by 50% of the deaths in the country. The government’s priority is to prevent such diseases," said a government Spokesman for the Ministry of Health.

According to the Academy of Sciences of Afghanistan (ASA), reveals that a lack of physi cal activity, eating high-fat foods and smoking are the main reasons for cardiac diseases in the country. The ASA researchers have recommended that the peo ple increase their physical activities, consume healthy food and avoid smoking excessively. "The ischemic and cardiac attack cases are caused by 50% of the deaths in the country. The government’s priority is to prevent such diseases," said a government Spokesman for the Ministry of Health.

A number of circles in Pakistan said Monday that the Afghan military operations’ leader cized government over its stan, whether it is Daesh, al-Qaeda or Taliban. We their key leaders is a big stan. The killing of one of them has not taken practical steps repeated promises, Pakistan "In April, John F. Sopko presented a brief report about corruption to the CEO during the meeting. Sopko said he was struggling to help elimi nate corruption and punish those involved in stealing aid money whether they lived in Afghanistan or in the US. The statement said corruption, judicial reforms, security sit uation, government’ priority notions and achievements of the government in Brussels conference were also discussed at the meeting. (Pajhwok)"